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NATIONAL IDENTITY IN
SCOTLAND AND GERMANY IN
THE LATE EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY
Affinities, Impact, and Divergences
Fania Oz-Salzberger

j^uring the last three decades of the eighteenth century,
J German men of letters sensed that they had something
learn from their Scottish counterparts about the
forging of a cultural and linguistic identity. This, on the face
of it, is surprising.'
It is surprising primarily in retrospect: by the second decade
of the nineteenth century the pupils had outstripped the
teachers by far. The Germans, at that time, were embarked on
' I am indebted to the participants of the workshoj^ "Rethinking Nationalism,"
held in March 1993 at the Wiener Library, Tel Aviv University, for commenting
on an earlier version of this essay.
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a powerful quest for nationhood, inventing—as some historians
would have it—nationalism along the way.^ The Scots, by
contrast, had completed a long and complex process of
disowning their memory of a distinct Scottish sovereignty and
discarding the intellectual apparatus that might have supported
it—national myths, separatist historical scholarship, and ideas of
uniqueness and superiority.^ Scotland has recently been
described as the "white dwarP of nineteenth-century European
nationalism;'* Germany must surely be seen as its "red giant."
The eighteenth-century affinities dissolve into glaring diver
gences.
Yet for a brief moment, roughly between 1760 and 1790,
Scotland's state of "no longer" and Germany's state of "not yet"
brought them to a curiously common ground. Both Scots and
Germans, at that juncture, shared a fascination with cultural
self-discovery and with language and letters as vehicles of nonsovereign nationhood.
It was a meeting point—which,
significantly, Germans acknowledged far more than Scots—of
two projects of cultural identity, both operating in an untidy
space of political and linguistic ambiguity. This essay offers an
analysis of the German receptions of (and delight with) the
Scottish identity-project, an explanation of the scope and the
limits of this reception, and a note on the final parting of ways.

My first task is to establish that Germans in this period admired
Scots—qua Scots, not "English" or even "British." It is a
^ Elie Kedourie, Nationalism, 3rd ed. (London; Hutchinson, 1971); Hagen Schulze,
The Course of German Nationalism from Frederick the Great to Bismark 1763-1867,
trans. Sarah Hanbury-Tenison (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), chs.
3-5.
' Christopher Harvie, Scotland and Nationalism: Scottish Society and Politics,
1707-1977 (London: Allen and Unwin, 1977).
Colin Kidd, Scottish Whig Historiography and the Creation of an Anglo-British
Identity 1689-C.1800. D. Phil thesis, Oxford University, 1991, 332.
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problematic task because few German authors bothered with
the distinction: these appellations were hopelessly confused in
German usage. Even today, German-language scholarship
persistently speaks of "der englische Philosoph" Hume,
retaining the cover-term "English" even when dealing exten
sively with the Scots.® It is hardly surprising that Ferguson
and Karnes were "noteworthy English moralists" in Buhle's
Geschichte der Philosophie (1803).® This usage was, of course,
partly due to the specifically linguistic denotation of the noun
or the adjective "English." Terms such as "Anglophilie" or
"Anglomanie" contributed to the blur. But even in hands as
careful as Kant's, the distinction sometimes failed to emerge: in
his Anthropologie Kant used the term "British" to denote preSaxon times, while "the English people" referred to the presentday, ethnically blended population. Pondering the "mixed"
national character of the English, Kant made no mention of the
Scots.^
There were always some Scots and some Germans who
noted special parallels between their respective cultures.
Observant visitors like the writer Johann Wilhelm Archenholz
made much of Scotland's intellectual and academic edge,
compared with the dullness and corruption of the south of
England. "There is more true learning to be found in
Edinburgh," Archenholz informed his readers, "than in Oxford
and Cambridge taken together."®
And the well-traveled
' See, for example, Hoist Oppel, Englisch-deutsche Literaturbeziehungen, vol. I: V&n
dm Anfangen bis zum Ausgang des 18. Jahrhunderts (Berlin: 1971); Michael Schnudt
Maurer, Aufkldrung und Anglophilie in Deutschland (Gottingen and Zurich:
Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1987). Maurer defines his subject as "a basic
preference for England, the English and everything English" (15), yet both these
works pay much attention to the Scots.
' J. G. Buhle, Geschichte der Philosophie, vol. V (Gottingen: 1803), 350.
^ Immanuel Kant, Anthropologie in pragmatischer Hinsicht (1798). I have used the
twelve-volume edition of Kant's works, ed. W. Weischedel (Frankfurt a.M.:
Suhrkamp, 1977), vol. XII, 663-5.
' P. E. Matheson, German Visitors to England 1770-1795 and their Impressions
(Oxford: 1930), 23.
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Scotsman James Macdonald wrote that "The Scotch are perhaps
more like the Germans, especially in their faults, than any other
nation of Europe. We have the same courting of that seductive
harlot who promises much and performs nothing,
metaphysics."'
Macdonald's "seductive harlot" is clearly a central character
in our plot. As early as 1772 Herder was able to point out that
"the spirit of British philosophy seems to be situated beyond
Hadrian's wall, in a little group of its own adherents in the
Scottish mountains."*® Lessing had, by that time, translated
Francis Hutcheson's System of Moral Philosophy, and Kant was
being awakened from his dogmatic slumbers by David Hume.
At the Carlsschule in Wiirttembei^, a few years later, Schiller's
youthful republicanism was fired by Adam Ferguson's Institutes
of Moral Philosophy. In Gottingen and in Berlin scholars
gradually came to grips with Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations.
By the early nineteenth century both Hegel and Goethe were
well aware that German thought in the preceding decades had
been nourished by Scottish rather than English thinkers.
Goethe wrote of the Bildung-stnw'm^ Germans' appreciation for
"the merits of worthy Scottish men." Hegel put it more
sharply: "One can no longer speak of English philosophers,"
he opined. Germans were indebted to moral philosophy of the
"learned, thinking men" of Scotland.** Significantly, the only
two Britons elected as members of the Royal Prussian Academy
' Qtd. by Alexander Gillies, A Hebridean in Goethe's Weimar: The Reverend James
Macdonald and the Cultural Relations between Scotland and Germany (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1969), 74-75.
Qtd. by Norbert Waszek, The Scottish Enlightenment and Hegel's Account of Civil
Society (Dordrecht, Boston, London: Kluwer Academic Press, 1988), 82,
" "Von englischen Philosophen kann nicht mehr die Rede seyn. Die es noch
gegeben, bewegen sich in den Giaenzen einer sehr gewoehnlichen Verstandesmetaphysik. Die schottischen Philosophen dagegen haben als gebildete, denkende
Maenner die Moralische Natur des Menschen betrachtet, wie sie sich in einem
gebildeten Geiste reflectirt. Von diesen Moralen sind viele in's Deutsche iibersetzt
woiden"; qtd. by Norbert Waszek, "Bibhography of the Scottish Enlightenment
in Germany," Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century 239 (1985): 238.
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of Sciences and Arts in the late eighteenth century were Scots:
Adam Ferguson, the historian of mankind, and Sir John
Sinclair, the agriculturalist and author of the celebrated Analysis
of the Statistical Account of Scotland}^
Book trade figures substantiate these random testimonies.
Within the growing influx of British books into Germany
during the second half of the eighteenth century, Scottish works
formed an important segment.^' Hume was one of the earliest
and most important beneficiaries of this tidal wave," followed
by Kames, Ferguson, Millar and Smith in the 1760s and 1770s.
Although the average period between original publication and
German translation is estimated, for the major authors, at about
9.5 years, these peak period translations were often complete
within a year of the first English-language editions." There
were many reprints and new editions of translations, several
retranslations, and chiefly from the 1780s, English-language
reprints. By 1800 the major classics of the Scottish Enlighten
ment had all been translated into German, sometimes more
than once.
Political works, however, were among the least represented
in the Scottish-German link. David Hume's Political Discourses
(1752), a path-breaking discussion of politics in an age of
commerce, made its first German-language appearance as late as
1791, when a Zurich publishing house used extracts from it for
Memoires de UAcademie Royah des Sciences et Belles-Lettres 1792-1793 (Berlin:
1798), 6; Memoires...1794-179S (Berlin: 1799), 74.
" Bernhaid Fabian, "English Books and their Eighteenth-Century German
Readers," in Paul J. Korshin, ed.. The Widening Circle: Essays on the Circulation
of Literature in Eighteenth-Century Europe (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1976); H. Kiesel and P. Miinch, Gesellschaft und Literatur im 18. JahrhunderU
Voraussetzungen und Entstehung des Literarischen Markts in Deutschland (Munich:
C. H. Beck, 1977), pp. 195-7.
" Giinther Gawlick and Lothar Kreimendahl, Hume in der deutschen Aufkldrung;
Umrisse eine Rezeptionsgeschichte (Stuttgart, Bad Cannstatt: Fromann-Holzbui^,
1987).
" Waszek, "Bibliography," 286. The authors covered are Beattie, Ferguson, Hume,
Hutcheson, Kames, Millar, Monboddo, Oswald, Robertson, and Smith.
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a publication entitled Handbuch fur den Staatsman}'' Hume's
Essays, Moral and Political were translated more promptly, but
met with very little public response. By contrast, An Enquiry
Concerning Human Understanding attracted immediate and
lasting attention following its German translation in 1755.
Political pamphlets, the vehicles of British debates such as those
on the Scottish militia or the American war, were virtually
unknown in Germany.
This selective pattern does not apply to Scottish thinkers
alone. John Locke's Some Thoughts Concerning the Education of
Children (1693) was translated time and again (twice in 1708,
then 1761, 1762, 1787) and deeply influenced German intellec
tual life in the eighteenth century. The Two Treatises of
Government (1690), despite one translation in 1718, did not
arouse much discussion among German thinkers. While
German authors repeatedly referred in their articles and books
to British moral philosophy, aesthetic theory, and historiogra
phy, there was very little mention of British discussions of
politics, either on the level of theory or that of current affairs.
The relative lack of interest in the Scottish and English
political writings is not difficult to explain. Britain was widely
considered an alien, though fortunate, political and legal entity
that could not, and need not, be emulated in the Holy Roman
Empire. Its statutes and liberties may well be, as a Gottingen
scholar put it in his commentary to the work of an Edinburgh
colleague, the "pillars of the Briton's freedom"; but they
"cannot be acceptable as law of nature...The Englishman [sic] is
accustomed from his youth to think so and not otherwise.
" It should nevertheless be mentioned that the Discourses were translated into
German three more times during the 1790s. For publication data see Mary Bell
Price and Lawrence Marsden Price, The Publication of English Humaniora in
Germany in the Eighteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1934),
97-8.
" A notable exception is the extremely well-provided university library in
Gottingen; it holds, for instance, Ferguson's pamphlet on the American war.
Remarks on a Pamphlet lately Published by Dr. Price (London: 1776).
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How easily he confuses this way of thinking, which is natural
for him, with Nature itself!""
This, from the bastion of
German Anglophilia, is a telling remark. Similar impressions
were voiced by other observers: Germans visiting Scotland in
the eighteenth century, as well as Scotsmen travelling through
the Holy Roman Empire, found little similarity between the
home and host countries in terms of their political institutions
and traditions, although they were easily drawn into congenial
intellectual exchanges." Indeed, the Scottish Enlightenment
and the German Aufkldrung shared a sense of familiarity that
could bypass the distance between the entities known as
"Scotland" and "Germany."^®
These two appellations were, in the eighteenth century,
meaningful terms, both geographically and politically. Neither
of them, however, referred to a state. Scotland was part of
Great Britain as a result of the unifications of Crown (1603) and
Parliament (1707) with its southern neighbour. In the Act of
Union of 1707, Scotland gave up its Parliament in return for
equal partnership in the British state and access to the trading
routes of the empire. It retained its legal and educational
systems, its church, and its electoral and local government
structures. "Germany," a name used most often in literary
" From the commentary by "A" [possibly Gottfried Achenwall] on his translation
of the chapter "Of Political Law" from Adam Ferguson's Institutes of Moral
Philosophy (1769): "Von Staatsgesetzen," Hannoverisches Magazin, issues 93-94 (22
and 25 November, 1771), footnote a, 1475-1476, emphasis given.
" See, for example, Gillies, Hehridean in Goethe's Weimar, and the fictional
encounter between Scottish and German yoimgsters in Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi's
novel Woldemar. Jacobi, Werke, ed. F. Roth and F. Kdppen, vol. V (Leipzig:
1823), 691f.
^ Little has been written, from a comparative angle, on either level. See Knut
Haakonssen, "Enlightenment Philosophy in Scotland and Germany. Recent
German Scholarship," in Karl Eibl, ed., Entwicklungsschwellen im 18. Jahrhundert,
Aufkldrung, Jg. 4, Heft 1 (Hamburg: 1990). For a comparative approach to
England and Germany, see Eckhart Helhnuth's introduction, "Towards a
Comparative Study of PoUtical Culture," in The Transformation of Political Culture.
England and Germany in the Late Eighteenth Century, ed. Hellmuth (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1990), 1-36.
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contexts, was an agglomerate of political units of various sizes
and forms, bound together by a constitutional framework,
dynastic tradition, and, to some extent, language. The Holy
Roman Empire ("of the German Nation" since the fifteenth
century) covered a vast area of central and northern Europe.
Many of its inhabitants, though by no means all, spoke the
German language and its regional dialects; there were many
German speakers also outside the Empire, mainly in the eastern
reaches of Brandenburg-Prussia. The modern theory of state
sovereignty, expounded by Jean Bodin and applied by political
thinkers and jurists to France, Spain and England, was virtually
unapplicable to the old Reich, where some 350 political units
and hundreds of imperial knights were subordinate to the
empire and its juridical institutions through a medieval network
of personal ties and dynastic acquisitions. In practice, since the
peace of Westphalia in 1648, the larger principalities were
autonomous in all matters of state, including war and peace.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries many of these
states went through a slow transition into centralized rule,
accompanied by the state-building process which involved the
creation of standing armies, enhanced taxation, and the
increasingly complex systems of administration required to
enact these innovations. These new absolutist regimes, resting
on new theoretical foundations informed by Bodin's concept of
sovereignty, were poised uneasily against the traditional
corporate order and the imperial superstructure.^'
Despite the dissimilarity and ambiguity of their respective
political guises, there can be little doubt that the inhabitants of
Scotland and Germany regarded themselves as nations, at least
in some of the shifting and complex senses of the term. As
"nations before nationalism,"^^ Scots and Germans had for
James Sheehan, German History 1770-1866 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1989), 11-40.
Michael Charles Hughes, "Fiat Justitia, Pereat Germania.' The Imperial Supreme
Jurisdiaion and Imperial Reform in the Later Holy Roman Empire," in John
BreuiUy, ed.. The State of Germany (London: Longman, 1992), 29-46.
^ See the discussion of pre-nationalist nationhood in J. A. Armstrong, Nations
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centuries developed an idea of their national past, nurturing a
sense of uniqueness and pride. Early national histories, such as
Jacob Wimpfeling's Epitome Germanorum (1505), reflected on
national character and made use of foundation legends rooted
in classical antiquity and mythical or semi-mythical ancestors
like Iber Scot, Fergus, and Hermann-Arminius. The Reforma
tion enhanced this ethnic-cultural consciousness and gave it a
new focal point: German and Scottish humanists were
concerned with constructing a national lineage that emphasized,
in both cases, a special and elevated status vis-Wis the Roman
legacy and the Roman-Catholic sphere of power. Historians
such as Heinrich Bebel and George Buchanan wrote political
histories of their nations that were explicitly aimed at
promoting a sense of proud defiance.^^
Rome, in its several historical significances, was an equally
challenging concept for Scots and for Germans: it was Tacitus
who supplied the brave Caledonians and the freedom-loving
Germans not only with a historiographic point of departure,
but also with the earliest evidence for their stubborn selfsufficiency. Lutheranism and Calvinism re-cast Rome as a
religiovis touchstone for German and Scottish self-awareness, but
the Enlightenment's new fascination with the cisalpine world
undermined simplistic ethnocentricity. Scottish writers saw in
Rome the home of a great republic as well as the seat of the
debased Popery. In Germany, the Romanticist cult of the
freedom-fighter Hermann coincided with the profound
attraction voiced in Goethe's Roman Elegies. Rome's appealing
and repelling legacies were thus, to Scots and to Germans, a
mirror of their own many-faceted and sometimes incoherent
quests for identity. National histories shrouded in myths of
antiquity, constitutionally molded in the Middle Ages, shaken
before Nationalism (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1982). On
Germany, see Horst Moller, Furstenstaat oder Burgemation. Deutschland 1763-1815
(Berlin: Siedler, 1989).
Ulrich Muhlack, Geschichtswissenschaft im Humanismus und in der Aufkldrung,
Die Vorgeschichte des Historismus (Munich: C. H. Beck, 1991), 47, 99ff.
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and invigorated by the Reformation and the religious wars of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: here was a powerful
basis for the sense of Protestant, North-European affinity that
Scots and Germans were able to draw upon.
Both Scots and Germans thus had a national past but not a
nation state. By the late eighteenth century, many of the earlier
contents of their national legacies were shattered or antiquated
to the point of disuse. The rise of the strong centralized state,
which in France and in England coincided with the flowering
of a political-cultural metropolis, could not serve to consolidate
the Scottish or German cultures, whose fundamental character
was determined by provincialism and peripherality.

As self-conscious nations, Scotland and Germany were far apart.
Size and geographical integrity are obvious, important
differences: Scotland was smaller, more secluded and better
delineated. In modern times, it enjoyed a less ambiguous
political status than the German lands. Its national selfawareness began with the emergence of the Celtic kingdom in
the high Middle Ages. It was foiled in the thirteenth-century
war of independence against the English, led by the "national"
heroes Wallace and Bruce, and recast during the Reformation
into a Presbyterian community steadfast against its religious
opponents. The German medieval heritage was more complex,
both geographically and in terms of allegiances and oppositions.
It had district "German" leaders such as the Ottonian emperors
and Barbarossa, but one of its most basic political principles was
the doctrine of translatio imperii, which saw the Holy Roman
Empire as the lawful heir to imperial Rome.
If we consider the state of Scotland and Germany in the late
eighteenth century, especially in regard to their politically-aware
elites, these differences acquire further dimensions. The life of
the educated, urban classes in the two societies were in some
ways strikingly similar, and in other ways far apart. Men of
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letters were dispersed in several centers of learning. Often
members of the Protestant clergy or their sons, very often
university professors, they enjoyed a lively and creative
environment unmatched by weak French and English
universities.^^
As Adam Smith noted, intellectual elites were gradually
drifting from church to university. Smith called attention to
this process in Protestant Europe, including Scotland and the
Protestant German principalities: "the most eminent men of
letters whom those countries have produced, have, not all
indeed, but the far greater part of them, been professors in
universities. In those countries the universities are continually
draining the church of all its most eminent men of letters."^®
In both cultures there was a surge of intellectual sociability in
the forms of periodicals, learned societies, and exquisite
publishable correspondence between philosopher-friends.^' Yet
the Scots functioned, far more than the Germans, as a cohesive
group. Edinburgh, far more than Berlin or Leipzig or Weimar,
could serve as a center of face-to-face interaction. More
importantly, Scottish thinkers and writers, men like Adam
Smith and Adam Ferguson, were far more confident about their
articulation of political opinions and participation in political
deeds than their German counterparts could aspire to be.
Educated Scots were, in their own terms, a political nation;
educated Germans, pondering the meaning of patriotism and
citizenship in the web of territorial-state and Empire loyalties.
" Richard B. Sher, Church and University in the Scottish Enlightenment: The
Moderate Literati of Edinburgh (Edinbuigh: Edinburgh University Press, 1985); W.
H. BrufiDtd, Germany in the Eighteenth Century: The Social Background of the
Literary Revival (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1968).
Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations
(London: 1776), v.i.3. Smith ignored (as some historians still do) the Catholic
Enlightenment, whose leading thinkers often linked religious and academic life in
a similar way.
" See the essays by Ulrich Im Hof, Horst Moller, and Hans Erich Bodeker in
Eckhart Hellmuth, ed.. Transformation of Political Culture, 207-218, 219-234,
423-45, respectively.
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were in their own terms far less than that. It was a confident
Scotsman, the poet James Thomson, who wrote Rule Britannia,
which soon became the patriotic anthem of the new British
State; other literate Scotsmen occupied posts—as proud and
active Britons, promoted through the complex system of
political patronage—in Parliament, and, above all, in the
Empire. Even at home, Scots could still draw on a political
history and political geography that provided them with a terra
firma superior to that of their German counterparts.
The Union of Parliaments with England in 1707 was partly
the result of a conscious, debated decision taken by a small,
politically literate elite. In the eighteenth century, Scotland was
an active partner in the construction of the British State. The
episodes of Jacobite uprising during the first half of the century
did not hinder the Ix)wlands Scots from becoming eager
participants in the construction of the Empire and in the
articulation of its Protestant, profit-making, political-minded
ideology. The Scottish identity-project thus merged—as Linda
Colley has recently shown—into a British identity project.^^
Economic considerations played a crucial role. Scotland's
transition into a manufacturing and trading society in the
century following the Union of Parliaments provides one of the
most lucid illustrations for the primacy of economic change in
the emergence and aspirations of patriotic elites. It also
provides a special, one might say extreme, case, in which
intellectuals consciously shifted the grounds of political selfassertion. The move from Scottish particularism to a new
British patriotism involved a bid to adopt an English Whig
ideology and discard Scottish national myths.
This bid for assimilation was counterbalanced by a new
sensitivity to the cultural dimension of the Scottish past.
Language and literature became, for the new "North Britons,"
a vehicle of cultural belonging. Scotland's three linguistic
^ Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 1707-1837 (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1992), chs. 1-3.
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traditions were a manifestation of its divided cultural and
political legacy: English was the language of official life and of
the educated classes; its cousin dialect, Scots, was for many the
language of everyday life, and also a language of poetry; and
Gaelic was spoken by the Highlands clansmen. Both Scots and
Gaelic had incurred, by the mid-eighteenth century, complex
and sensitive significances for the inhabitants of the anglicized
Lowlands: Gaelic was the language of Catholicism and
Jacobitism, of suspect loyalty to the prevalent regime and
religion, an uncomfortable but fascinating reminder of a longlost Celtic Scotland. Scots was the language of robust rural life,
but it was also associated with a sense of provincial inferiority;
its fingerprints in English usage, the Scotticisrns dreaded by
David Hume, were cautiously avoided by educated Lowlanders.
Yet neither Gaelic nor Scots competed with English as the
language of public discourse. The fierce Union debate
conducted by Andrew Fletcher of Saltoun and his interlocutors
had given way, by the second half of the eighteenth century, to
a new set of promises: Scottish identity was to be maintained,
in some way, within Britain and in English.
The Scottish literati, in other words, clearly had a Scotland;
the Aufkldrer did not have an equivalent in Germany. A new
sense of cultural unity, which clearly emerged during the
eighteenth century, was not based on a demand for governmen
tal change or geopolitical restructuring, but on the rise of
German as a literary and philosophical language. The process
had begun with Martin Luther's deliberate use of the vernacular
in his sermons and his celebrated translation of the Bible. It
took two more centuries for the German language to replace
Latin in the university classroom as well as the pulpit, a process
John Robertson, "The Scottish Enhghtenment at the Limits of the Civic
Tradition," in Istvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff, eds., Wealth and Virtue
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 137-78; Janet Adam Smith,
"Some Eighteenth-Century Ideas of Scotland," in N.T. Philhpson and Rosalind
Mitchison, eds., Scotland in the Age of Improvement (Edinbuigh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1970), 107-24.
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aided by the German-language lectures and writings of Leibniz,
Thomasius, and Wolff. In the eighteenth century the literary
work of Klopstock and Lessing associated German literature
with a refined expression of middle-class aspirations and
concerns, openly rivalling French, the language of aristocratic
exclusiveness. In literary contexts, the name "Germany" was
often used to denote the geographical-cultural sphere of the
German language: a German translator could write to an
English poet that he will "reprint and publish [the poet's work]
in Germany."^' By the third quarter of the eighteenth century,
a new-found sense of confidence characterized German learning,
poetry, and prose. The Sturm und Drang movement and the
works of the young Goethe were a source of rapture and pride
for a growing reading public. A new idea, that of a German
Kultumation, suggested a unique form of identity capable of
transcending arbitrary provincial barriers and political
delineations. In January 1782 the first German "National
Theatre," in Mannheim, staged an epoch-making dramatic
triumph, Schiller's play Die Rduber (7^e Robbers}. As the play's
stage instructions state, "the plot takes place in Germany."^"
This concept stopped short of political formulation. When
Friedrich Carl von Moser opened his book Von dem Deutschen
national-Geist (1765) with the sentence "We are one nation,
with one name and language, under one common leader," he
was referring to the Empire as it had been and as it might yet
become, but not to the present state of the German nation.
The short-lived vision of the German "National Theatre" made
Lessing remark on the irony of such an institution, "for we
Germans are not yet a nation."'*
" Johann Arnold Ebert to Richard Glover, n.d., in Johann Arnold Ebert's Episteln
und Vermischte Gedichte, second part, ed. J. J. Eschenbu^ (Hamburg: 1795), 96.
Schiller, Die Rduber, ed. C. P. Magill and L. A. Willoughby (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1949). On the "cultural" form of national identity see especially
Thomas Nipperdey, "Auf der Suche nach Identitat: Romantischer Nationalismus,"
Nachdenken iiber die Deutsche Geschichte (Munich: C. H. Beck, 1986), 132-50.
" Gotthold Ephiaim Lessing, Hamburgische Dramaturgic, Stck. 101-4 (19 April
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The Scottish-German link did not, then, rest on common
political agendas or on the political profile of the educated elite.
It stemmed, rather, from the sensitivities shared by two
provincial Enlightenments. While conscious of their remoteness
from great political and cultural centers, Germans and Scots
alike often doubted the relevance of these centers to them.
London, for many Scots, was alien and hostile. Paris, the great
capital of European Enlightenment, was geographically distant,
linguistically foreign, and philosophically questionable. The
provincial character of Scotland and, to a greater extent, of
Germany was manifest in the multiplicity of sites and the lack
of a dominant center. Edinburgh did not supersede Aberdeen
and Glasgow; far less could Berlin, Hamburg, Weimar, or
Gottingen, each belonging to a different political unit, outdo
one another as centers of intellectual activity. Variety and
interaction, rather than cultural centralization, were the
intellectual results of this geopolitical setting. Within this
framework, variously seen as a weakness, a strength, or a mixed
blessing, the Germans and the Scots came to understand their
respective problems of national culture.^^
The Scottish and the German Enlightenments were diffuse,
variegated, many-voiced, and less prone to follow leaders and
tone-setters than their French counterpart.^^ Their relation to
the centers of European culture, Paris and London, was a blend
of painful parochial sensitivity and proud, creative defiance.
Their thinkers were acutely aware of belonging to a distinct
culture that was not matched by geo-political structures. Scots
and Germans faced overlapping spheres of loyalty and launched
1768).
Nicholas Phillipson, "The Scottish Enlightenment," in R. Porter and M. Teich,
eds., The Enlightenment in National Context (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1981), 19-40; HeUmuth, Transformation, 17-20.
See Kenneth Simpson, The Protean Scot; The Crisis of Identity in Eighteenth
Century Scottish Literature (Aberdeen: Aberdeen University Press, 1988), 1-13;
Dieter Kimpel, ed., Mehrsprachigkeit in der deutschen Aufkldrung pdamburg: E
Meiner, 1985).
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a search for cultural self-assertion within a weak, nebulous
political space. Provincial self-consciousness and linguistic
sensitivity nurtured a tendency to ask questions about self and
identity. These could be asked about an individual, as in
Goethe's Sorrows of the Young Werther, about a nation, in
Hume's History of England and Robertson's History of Scotland,
or about mankind, in Ferguson's Essay on the History of Civil
Society and Herder's Ideas for a Philosophy of the History of
Mankind. Authors from both Scotland and Germany tended to
add an uneasy "who am I?" to the French philosophes' more
confident "what do I know?" Precisely this uneasiness, this
growing consciousness about self, nationhood,and language,
supplied a powerful basis to the Scottish-German affinity.

A new sensitivity to language as a unifying identity tool marks
eighteenth-century identity-quests from earlier notions of
national self-awareness. In the German lands, of course,
language had played an identity-defining role since the
Reformation and Luther's conscious promotion of the
vernacular as a weapon against the linguistic aspect of Roman
Catholic power, the exclusiveness of Church Latin. Yet not
before the late seventeenth century did German become the
language of university classrooms and scholarly works; and
only in the eighteenth century did it begin to vie with French
as the medium of educated and literary discourse. The literary
sensitivity of the Enlightenment, unlike that of the Reforma
tion, pinned its hopes on German as a unifying, rather than
religiously divisive, agent.^'*
The increasing middle-class German distaste for French
literary styles, intellectual mannerisms, and philosophical
Winfried Woesler, "Idee der deutschen Nationalliteratur in der zweite Halfte des
18. Jahrhunderts," in Klaus Garber, ed., Nation und Literatur im Europa der fruhen
Neuzeit (Tubingen: Niemeyer, 1989), 716-33.
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radicalism corresponded to an increasing fascination with works
from England. This Angophilie, which peaked in the second
half of the eighteenth century, was more than a mere substitu
tion of one cultural dependency for another; it was part of a
major intellectual re-orientation. The Tatler, the Spectator,
Robinson Crusoe, and Clarissa were the much-admired models
for new genres expressing middle-class aspirations and concerns,
openly rivalling the literary codes associated with French, the
language of aristocratic exclusiveness and demeaning cultural
imitation. New literary feats were hailed by educated Burger,
increasingly aware of their social and cultural circumstances and
demanding freedom of speech and independence of expression.
This movement, whether it is understood in terms of bourgeois
emancipation,^^ the emerging consciousness of a public sphere,^^
or as a process of politicization of social groups and
institutions,^^ was indisputably a movement of readers. It came
to regard itself as a Publikum first and foremost in the sense of
a reading public. It gave rise to hundreds of journals and
books; and it provided not only tens of thousands of readers,
but also thousands of professional or semi-professional writers.^'
Books from Britain made a timely entrance into this
intensifying cultural scene and played many roles in promoting
its ideas and debates. English and Scottish works could offer
several ways of encountering the radical challenges of the
French Enlightenment. John Toland's rationalized Christian
ethics and Lord Kames's natural religion, as well as the positive
search for a reliable new theory of knowledge in Reid's and
Geoi^ Lukacs, "Grofie und Grenzen der deutschen Aufklarung," Peter Piitz, ed.,
Erforschung der deutschen Aufklarung (Konigstein: Verlagsgruppe Athenaum, Hain,
Scriptor, Hanstein, 1980), 114-123.
" Jurgen Habermas, Strukturwandel der Offimtlichkeit (Neuwied and Berlin:
Luchterhand, 1962).
Hans Erich Bodeker and Ulrich Herrmann, eds., Aufklarung als Politisierung—Politisierung der Aufklarung (Hamburg: E Meiner, 1987); Hellmuth, ed..
Transformation, pts. I, HI, V.
" Bruford, Social Background, 289-90; Kiesel and Miinch, Gesellschaft und Literatur,
90S, 159ff.
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Beattie's common sense philosophy, were powerful means to
counter Bayle's skepticism, La Mettrie's mechanism, and
d'Holbach's materialism.^'
The dried-up French literary
conventions were blown away by the powerful new discourse
of soul and sensibility that German readers found in Shake
speare's tragedies and Richardson's novels. "The admiration for
Corneille and Voltaire which Gottsched had implanted in the
Germans," wrote Archenholz in 1787, "diminished considerably
when Shakespeare and Milton became known...It was found
that in respect of their mentality and civil virtues as well as in
view of their literary and philosophical works, the Germans had
more in common with the English nation than with any
other."^
Scotland provided a subtler dimension to the new-found
sense of fraternity. "At a time when we have lost our Princes,
our Parliaments, our independent Government, even the
Presence of our chief nobility, are unhappy, in our Accent &
Pronunciation, speak a very corrupt Dialect of the Tongue
which we make use of," wrote David Hume in 1757, "is it not
strange...that, in these circumstances, we shou'd really be the
People most distinguish'd for Literature in Europe.''"^' By the
1770s Germans could voice similar emotions. "Everything I
have read of yours delights me," Schubart told Goethe, "swells
my heart with noble pride that we can pose to foreign nations
a man whom they do not have and to judge by their yearning
for fossilization will never have.'"*^
" Manfred Kuehn, "The Early Reception of Reid, Oswald and Beattie in
Germany," Journal of the History of Philosophy 21 (1983): 479-95; Scottish Common
Sense in Germany, 1768-1800; A Contribution to the History of Critical Philosophy
(Kingston and Montreal: McGUl-Queens University Press, 1987).
^ Johann Wilhelm von Archenholz, "An die Freunde der englischen Litteratur und
Sprache" (1787), trans, and qtd. by Fabian, "English Books," 172.
The Letters of David Hume, ed. J. Y. T. Greig (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1932) I: 255.
Qtd. by Nicholas Boyle, Goethe: The Poet and the Age, vol. I: The Poetry of
Desire (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991), 187.
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As Hume and Schubart noted, cultural belatedness could be
delightfully conducive to poetic excellence. This was a theme
pursued closely and effectively by Scottish and German thinkers
alike: societies that were primitive, provincial, or backward
could at times display creative freshness capable of surpassing
the tired conventions of more advanced cultures.''^ It was here,
in the sensitive zone of self-conscious provinciality, that
questions about the origins of language merged into questions
about the origins, progress, and future of particular nations and
of mankind itself. It was in Edinburgh and in Gottingen, more
than in Paris or London, that the fascination with language
blended into a new interest in the old genre of universal
history, transforming it into new kinds of historical enquiry.""
Yet these linguistic sensitivities were not always alike:
whereas Scots were using English as a vehicle of belonging,
striving to out-English the English in literature and learning,
Germans were using the German language as a new-found
unifying principle for all German speakers (or, at least, readers)
regardless of country or social class, and as a tool of exclusion
against the Frenchified aristocracy. It is significant to compare
the German linguistic purism of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries—the attempts to pui^e their language of
Latinisms and other loanwords—to the educated Lowlanders'
desperate wish to rid themselves of Scotticisms and to speak and
write a "pure" English.
The virtual one-sidedness of the German-Scottish relationship
must now be addressed. It may be attributed to the consider
able linguistic advantage enjoyed by Scots over Germans: the
See, for example, Adam Ferguson, An Essay on the History of Civil Society, ed.
Duncan Forbes (1767; Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1966), 171-5;
Johann Gottfried Herder, Auch eine Philosophie der Geschichte zur Bildung der
Menschheit [1774] in Werke in zwei Bdnden, ed. Karl-Gustav Gerold (Munich: Carl
Hanser, 1953), 11: 9-97.
R. L. Meek, Social Science and the Ignoble Savage (Cambric^: Cambridge
University Press, 1976); Manfred Riedel, "Gesellschaft, biirgerliche," in Brurmer,
Conze, and Koselleck, eds., Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe, vol. I (Stuttgart: KlettCotta, 1972).
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rising international standing of the English language. From the
middle of the century many more Germans sought to study
English, and many more German translators and publishing
houses were ready to circulate English works, than the other
way around, London's virtual monopoly over the British
publishing business, which disadvantaged Scottish publishers
and booksellers, was instrumental in introducing Scottish works
to Germany through the expanding London-based book trade.'*®
Scottish authors writing in English benefited from the
existence of an English political and cultural metropolis, whose
language and publications were becoming internationalized on
a scale unmatched by any German center. Educated Germans,
by contrast, expressed a greater sense of cultural isolation and
thirst for foreign works than their Scottish counterparts, and
were especially receptive to imported literary and philosophical
works.

Language, not political theory, provides the key for the German
fascination with Scottish works in two fields closely linked to
the quest for a cultural identity—history and poetry. These two
fields converge in the work of Johann Gottfried Herder, a man
fascinated by Scotland. Herder is a key figure in our story, not
least because of his impact on nineteenth-century ideas of
German nationhood. But he is by no means the only example
for the charm that things Scottish (or vague ideas of Scotland)
exercised on eighteenth-century German minds.
It was poetry that gave Scotland its greatest chance to make
itself known to the Germans as a distinct national entity. In no
other genre did British works move German readers so
profoundly:
Edward Young's immensely popular Night
Uwe Boker, "The Marketing of Macpherson; The International Book Trade and
the First Phase of German Ossian Reception," in Howard Gaskill, ed., Ossian
Revisited (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Univenity Press, 1991), 73-93.
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Thoughts, the revived Shakespeare, and Thomas Percy's Reliques
of Ancient English Poetry were eagerly taken up by Swiss and
German writers seeking a model for their own search for
literary roots and forms/^ From the early 1770s, one corpus
of poetry outshone them all. Its long-term effect on German
Romanticism was heralded by its enthusiastic reception during
the Sturm und Drang decade. Given the name "Scotland," most
educated Germans in this period would unfailingly respond
with one literary association: Macpherson's Ossian.
The legendary Scottish bard and his translator (or, as
posterity would have it, forger) were part of an identity-seeking
project of the Scottish Enlightenment, and more particularly of
an Edinburgh group of literati centered around the historians
William Robertson and Adam Fei^uson, the playwright John
Home, and the preacher Hugh Blair. James Macpherson's work
was commissioned, pushed on, and promoted by these
men—especially Blair and Fei^uson—as part of their attempt to
show that Scotland's literature was as good as any other. Some
years before, they had attempted to promote Home's work as
worthy of a Scottish Shakespeare; now they were eager for the
young Macpherson to tour the Highlands in search of the verse
of a legendary blind bard, which they celebrated as the Scottish
Homer. Macpherson's Fragments of Ancient Poetry Collected in
the Highlands of Scotland was published in 1760, with an
introduction by Hugh Blair. Its success prompted the
publication of Fingal (1761), Temora (1763) and the collected
Works of Ossian (1765). This sponsorship was, however, short
lived: the Ossianic opus was condemned as a fake by Samuel
Johnson and Thomas Percy. Macpherson's Edinburgh sponsors
were attacked as collaborators in fraud or, worse, ridiculed."*^
^ Roy Pascal, Shakespeare in Germany 1740-181S (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1937); Oppel, Literaturbeziehungen, ch. 8.
Macpherson indeed composed much of the -work himself; yet this, as recent
scholarship has shown, was not quite the downright forgery of which he has long
been accused. Fiona Stafford, The Sublime Savage; James Macpherson and the Poetry
of Ossian (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990), 79.
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On the Continent, and most of all in Germany, Ossian
remained an object of reverence, and the cultural politics of its
promotion and exposure stayed largely out of sight. The
episode provides a neat admixture of some of the eighteenthcentury's favorite polarities: Rousseau's obsession with the
genuine and the artificial, the qualities Hume called "simplicity
and refinement in writing," Schiller's categories of the naive and
the sentimental. Here was the Gaelic legacy of a Highlands
bard as presented in English translation, by a group of
anglicized Lowlands literati, to an eighteenth-century European
audience applauding an "authentic" Nordic voice from a distant,
"natural" past. The Edinburgh-mediated compilation made by
Macpherson from Highlands oral traditions and his own literary
imagination became, for a generation of readers in Britain, on
the Continent, and in America, the gist of Scotland. Scotland
itself became the epitome of genuine, heartfelt national poetry.^®
Yet the Scottish Enlightenment thinkers, especially those,
like Hume, who had never shared the enthusiasm over Ossian,
would hardly regard the ill-fated discovery of a "Scottish
Homer" as their generation's crowning achievement. Ferguson
was wary of expressing Gaelic sentiments in his works. Even
the Essay on the History of Civil Society, with its ample
discussions of "savage" and "barbarian" societies and its moral
stress on the lessons they may teach their refined successors,
does not openly mention the Scottish Highlands, however
much they may have been on the author's mind. Perhaps this
omission was due to embarrassment over the Ossian episode,
but there is probably more to it than that: the elegiac mood of
the Ossianic epic, the sense of a vanishing golden age of
simplicity, and the last-of-the-race sadness that came to
characterize the disappearing Highlands culture were not in line
with the Scottish Enlightenment's historical tone, however
much they fitted into its historical narrative.
Howard Gaskill, "'Ossian' at Home and Abroad," Strathclyde Modem Languages
Studies 8 (1988): 5-26.
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In order to understand the difference between what Ossian
meant to his Scottish promoters and to his German recipients,
it is crucial to grasp the differences between Scottish and
German uses of history. "Who would not respect the Scots
Ferguson, Smith, Stewart, Millar, Blair.'" asked Herder as he
was discussing the "natural" German appreciation of England
and the organic proximity of the two nations."*'
Scottish
works, especially Ferguson's Essay on the History of Civil
Society, were widely used by Swiss and German historians like
Isaak Iselin, Christoph Meiners, and Johannes von Miiller for
their own universal histories. These men had some impact on
Hegel, whose own idea of hurgerliche Gesellschaft was inspired
by Robertson, Ferguson, and Smith.
Here, too, affinities and divergences can be seen: Scots and
Germans produced a series of systematic inquiries into human
societies, which were innovative enough to be regarded as new
disciplines: the "science of man" in Scotland and the innovative
Statistik and modernized Universalhistorie in Germany. Kames,
Millar, Robertson, and Ferguson, and their near-contemporaries
Iselin and Herder, developed new types of historical narrative
that were informed by a similar blend of sources: the Christian
tradition of universal history, the stages theory of the natural
lawyers, the distinctly Protestant idea of human perfectibility,
and the eighteenth-century fascination with ethnography and
primitive societies.®" The Scottish historians were concerned
with a stadial account of civil society in which Ossian could
only represent "the style of the first age of mankind," as his
He proceeded to warn, however, that Germans should not expect to be admired
in return: "national fame is a deceptive seducer" (Herder, Sdmtliche Werke vol. 18,
207f, qtd. by Maurer, Anglophilie, 363).
See especially Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophy of Enlightenment (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1931), ch. 4; Gladys Bryson, Man and Society. The
Scottish Inquiry of the Eighteenth Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1945). For the Natural Law foundation see Istvan Hont, "The Language of
Sociabihty and Commerce: Samuel Pufendorf and the 'Four-Stages Theory,'" in
Anthony Pagden, ed.. The Languages of Political Theory in Early Modem Europe
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 253-76.
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German translator put it.®^ The simple virtues of the primitive
age could teach some moral lessons to men in the most
advanced, commercial age of mankind, but historical advance is
in many ways irreversible and in many ways good. The
Ossianic tone was unmistakably elegiac, and the complexity of
Scottish enquiries into history and society stretched far beyond
Macpherson's idealized Highlands world.
Scotland's eighteenth-century identity project could not rest
upon the search for Gaelic primitivism, however proud the
Edinburgh literati may have been with their discovery of a
"Scottish Homer." The main thrust of Scottish scholarship in
the late eighteenth century was in the direction of a new idea
of society, one which would shift the concept of political
freedom from sovereignty to cultural intercourse, from a
militant, self-reliant polity to a free-trading, polite society—in
short, from the old Scotland to the new "North Britain."
Scottish history-writing was thus, unlike the works of Herder
or Moser, not a celebration of an "authentic" national past, but
a revisionist attempt to show that the Union with England was
a true step toward progress and future bliss—political, techno
logical, economic, and moral. In its introductory preface of
1755, the first Edinburgh Review spoke of Scotland as an infant
protege of its more advanced neighbor:
If countries have their ages with respect to improvement.
North Britain may be considered as in a state of early
youth, guided and supported by the more mature strength
of her kindred country.^^
Many of the Scottish Enlightenment thinkers regarded Scotland
as a fortunate late entrant into England's hard-won free
constitution. The Union, said William Robertson, "admitted
the Scottish commons to a participation of all the privileges
" Qtd. by Boker, "Marketing," 80.
" Edinburgh Review 1 (1755): preface.
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which the English had purchased at the expense of so much
blood."^^ This type of Whiggism could hardly accommodate
the Ossianic legacy in any other form but that of a cherished,
and thoroughly obsolete, item of national memory.
In Germany, however, Ossian remained the best-loved and
most effective Scottish import.^'* After a slow reception during
the 1760s, Macpherson's work came into its own in Germany
in the early 1770s, coinciding with a general rise in the AngloBritish book trade. The Bavarian Jesuit Michael Denis, a
teacher at the Theresianum in Vienna, translated Macpherson's
work in 1768-9 to great acclaim. Denis had learned English so
as "to study Paradise Lost in the original," but became
captivated by Ossian and undertook the translation with a view
to promoting good taste in Vienna—an example for the
fascination of the Catholic Aufkldrung with the literature of
feeling.®® Herder, who took with him a partial translation of
Macpherson's book on his sea voyage from Riga, borrowed a
copy of the original from Goethe during their epoch-making
meeting in Strasbourg. His enthusiastic response, "Briefwechsel
fiber Ossian und die Lieder alter Volker," was significantly part
of a work entitled Of German Style and Art (Von deutscher Art
und Kunst, 1773). Macpherson's work was thus incorporated
into the search for German cultural origins conducted by
Herder, Justus Moser, and scores of less-quoted writers.
The greatest mediator of the Scottish epic was Goethe.
"Ossian has replaced Homer in my heart," said the half-waydownhill Werther, and thousands of readers took heed. By
rejecting the classical, universal poet in favour of a northern
bard, the hero of Die Leiden des jungen Werthers (1774)
represented and accelerated a new European fashion, an interest
in indigenous sources of cultural identity and the growing
appeal of wild Nordic poetry as a liberating alternative to rigid
Robertson, History of Scotland (1803), in Works (1817), HI: 188-200.
Howard Gaskill, "German Ossianism: A Reappraisal?," German Life and Letters
42 (1989): 329-41; Boker, "Marketing."
Boker, "Marketing," 79.
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neo-classical poetics. The later Romanticist stress on Germanic
primitivism was a mature fruit of this shift of interest, which
prevailed long after Goethe himself, in his serene classicist phase
of life, ridiculed Ossian and the youthful agonizing of
Werther.®'
For many Continental readers the Celtic bard became a
model for the yearning for the natural and unrefined, inspired
by Rousseau. The fashionable language of sentiment now
comprised the "joy of grief," the melancholy or elegiac lament
of the past.'^ For German readers, Ossian provided a model
for their own search for a national identity through the revival
of indigenous cultural legacy. Ossian stood for a new kind of
empathy with the ancient poet and his world, a cultural
empathy that Herder was to term Einfuhlung. The reader, as
one reviewer put it, "must imagine [himself] in the wilds of the
Highlands during the early centuries of the world."^' For
many Germans, Scotland became closely associated with Ossian
and colored by his primitive magic. This sensation touched also
those who looked beyond the text to its mediators. Scotland,
after all, was not just Ossian, but James Macpherson and Hugh
Blair, esteemed modern revivers of Caledonian culture,
purveyors of ancient heritage for the benefit of the modern
reader, and discoverers of a national Bard. Herder, in
particular, wanted to follow their example. Scotland, for him,
was the land of Macpherson. In his Briefwechsel iiber Ossian he
tells of his dream of travelling to Scotland via England:
Als eine Reise nach England noch in meiner Seele
lebte—o Freund, Sie wissen nicht, wie sehr ich damals
auch auf diese Schotten rechnete! Ein Blick, dachte ich,
auf den offentlichen Geist und die Schaubiihne und das
genze lebende Schauspiel des englischen Volks, um im
Boyle, Goethe, I: 174-8.
Gaskill, "German Ossianism"; Boker, "Marketing," 74.
" Qtd. by Boker, "Marketing," 80.
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ganzen die Ideen mir aufzuklaren, die sich im Kopf eines
Auslanders in Geschichte, Philosophie, Politik, und
Sonderbarkeiten dieser wunderbaren Nation so dunkel
und sonderbar zu bilden und zu verwirren pflegen.
Alsdenn die groftte Abwechselung des Schauspiels, zu den
Schotten! zu Macpherson! Da ich will die Gesange eines
lebenden Volks lebendig horen, sie in alle der Wiirkung
sehen, die sie machen, die Orter sehen, die allenthalben in
den Gedichten leben, die Reste dieser alten Welt in ihren
Sitten studieren! eine Zeitlang ein alter Kaledonier
werden—und denn nach England zuriick, um die
Monumente ihrer Literatur und ihre zusammengeschleppten Kunstwerke und das Detail ihres Charakters mehr zu
kennen—wie freute ich mich auf den Plan!®'
For Herder, Ossian's Scotland was a different sort of spectacle
from England, public spirit and all. Scotland was still a living
Volk. England, in a sense, no longer was. Scotland was alive,
England theatrical and monumental. Ancient manners could
still be studied in Scotland, or, better still, one could think of
becoming an ancient Caledonian for a while. The distinction
Herder made in 1773 was a crucial part of his philosophy of
history. It is also an anticipation of Schiller's categories of the
Naive and the Sentimental, the two poles of poetic expression,
with Scotland being the geographical locus of the Naive. A
strange tension exists between this dream-Scotland and the
enlightened, learned Scotland in which such contemporary scho
lars as Hume and Ferguson resided.

" Herder, "Von Deutscher Art und Kunst," Werke in zwei Banden, I: 838-9. Then,
he continues, I could have become a translator of Ossian, but different from
Michael Denis (the Vienna-based Jesuit translator), for whom "ist selbst die
Macphersonsche Probe der Ursprache ganz vergpbens abgedruckt gewesen."
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The German reception of Scottish ideas during the last third of
the eighteenth century was blurred by a wrong idea of
Scotland's uniqueness.
The philosophers admired by
Herder—even Ferguson, a Highlander by birthplace—would
hardly have seen themselves, as he put them, "in the Scottish
mountains." Herder and most of his German contemporaries
remained ignorant of the Highlands-Lowlands divide and its
cultural significance, oblivious to the Scottish attempt to blend
into the newly created Britain, and unaware of the irony in the
fact that the Ossianic epic was published, after all, in English,
and that very few of its Scottish promoters could imderstand
Gaelic.
Was Herder aware, when craving to travel "to Macpherson!,"
that Macpherson himself was no Celtic bard.' He clearly was.
Herder sensed the strength of Ossian's modern context, the
enthusiasm of the modern Scots who encouraged Macpherson's
"discovery" of Ossian and helped to spread its fame.
Acquainted as he was with the texts of the Ossianic contro
versy, and watchful of the small vanguard of Scottish philoso
phers "in the Scottish mountains," Herder could not have
overlooked the fact that Ossian's Edinburgh sponsors were
engaged in a conscious effort to form a cultural identity. They
could serve as models for an equivalent Germanic root search,
as indeed they became for Achim von Arnim and the later
generation of Romanticists."* It is far less certain that Herder,
or any of his German contemporaries, recognized that Ossian
was only a part-time occupation for his Edinburgh advocates,
whose main project—the primitivist, folklorist route to a new
national identity—in fact served to obscure, rather than
elucidate, the distinct intellectual culture of eighteenth-century
Arnim visited Scotland in 1804. Between 1806 and 1811 five complete German
translations of the Ossianic epics were published. See Gaskill, "German
Ossianism," 335-7.
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Scotland for its German observers. Herder's dream-Scotland
was an attempt to imagine the way in which the Scots—to
borrow Benedict Anderson's apt phrase—were imagining their
community. The Scots, however, were imagining a community
essentially different from the one envisaged by their German
counterparts.
Despite the similar attempts at literary revival and cultural
self-assertion, the German search for an identity was profoundly
unlike the Scottish re-assessment of political community. The
success of the Ossianic epic made it easy for German men of
letters to pick out the colorful lining of the Scottish agenda
rather than its theoretical and political substance. In their
Scottish context, the Ossian lobbyists were only conducting a
last-ditch attempt to maintain a sense of Scottish cultural
distinctiveness within the assimilatory British state. In
Germany, however, Ossianism actually contributed to shaping
the avant-garde of full-blown nationalist Romanticism.
The Scottish Enlightenment created a body of thought about
political and economic society that was not theoretically
dependent on—although it was certainly nurtured by—Scot
land's post-union identity quest. Discussion of society and
politics was gradually released from the bounds of Scotland's
own history and indigenous myths, such as its ancient
constitution and national character. These were replaced, to
some extent, by the Whig narrative of English history and the
ideology of English freedom, but by latching Scotland to an
English story, Scottish thinkers dispensed with the indigenous
and ethnic dimension essential for the emergence of Romantic
nationalism. The legends and symbols of old Scotland created
by the likes of Walter Scott did not feed back into "serious"
historiography or political theory.'^
During the same period, and by stark contrast, the German
quest for a politically distinct national identity rose to pre
eminence in social and political discourse. This happened under
" For a recent analysis see Kidd, Scottish Whig Historiography.
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the pressures of great political and military events—the French
invasion and occupation of German territories, the collapse of
the Holy Roman Empire, and the administrative reorganization
of Prussia. Many of the materials used by the creators of the
new idea of a German nation, notably Fichte, dated from the
last decades of the eighteenth century—not only from those
rebelling against the Enlightenment, but also from the Aufkldrer
themselves. The audience for the new ideas of Romantic
nationalism was the reading public dreamed up and tutored by
the Enlightenment.
In 1813, as Walter Scott was preparing Waverley for
publication, many Germans were experiencing a period of
enhanced national self-consciousness in response to the Battle of
Leipzig, the defeat of Napoleon, and the onset of autocratic
reaction. Fichte called for a united German empire. Goethe,
too, was not indifferent to "the great ideas of freedom, the Volk
and fatherland." "These ideas are in us," he said in December
1813, "they are part of our essence, and no one can ignore
them...Science and art can provide the wings to carry one away.
But the consolation they offer is cold and cannot replace the
proud sense that one belongs to a people that is great, feared
and respected. Comfort can only spring from faith in
Germany's future."" The Enlightenment affinities between
Scotland and Germany had given way to profoundly different
political and cultural agendas. Scotland's past had become the
stuff of folklore, while Germany's past was being recast into a
new form of national self-assertion.
" Qtd. by Dieter Raff, A History of Germany from the Medieval Empire to the
Present, trans. Bruce Little (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), 51.

